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					Pro Multimedia

					
						We create
						
							Websites.

							Mobile Applications.

							Business Software.

							E-commerce Platforms.

						

						
					


				

			


		


		
		
			

				
				

					
					


					
					
						
							
								About us

								
									
										Our company was established in 2015. We create websites and mobile applications for large companies, corporations, joint-stock companies, cities, government and cultural institutions. We utilize modern tools and equipment to operate efficiently for our clients.  
									

								

								
								
								
								
								
								
							

						

					


					
					
						
							

								
								Our Services


							

						


						
						

							
							
								
									

									Websites

									
										We offer comprehensive services in designing responsive websites. We design clear and functional interfaces, with a focus on the usability of our creations.
									

								

							


							
							
								
									

									Mobile Applications

									
										We develop cohesive mobile applications for Android and iOS. The applications we produce are created using the latest technologies, ensuring their reliability, speed, and security.
									

								

							


							
							
								
									

									Business Software

									
										Custom software features a user-friendly interface. The advanced technologies in the bespoke software we develop support small, medium, and large enterprises alike.
									

								

							


							
							
								
									

									E-commerce Platforms

									
										We create online stores that efficiently manage all purchasing processes. A properly designed e-commerce platform significantly influences both website traffic and sales levels.
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									10 Years of Experience



								

							


							
							
								
									

									149 Satisfied Clients

								

							


							
							
								
									

									254 Completed Projects



								

							


							
							
								
									

									100 000 Lines 
of Code



								

							




						


					


					
					
						
							

								
								Our Clients
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								Patryk Full-stack Developer
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											I am a computer scientist by education, specializing in creating custom-tailored software solutions for businesses. Additionally, I develop mobile applications for iOS and Android. My expertise also encompasses back-end development, data security, and server administration.
										

									




								

							

							

								
								Bernard Front-end Developer
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											Programming has been my passion for years. I feel most at home when creating web applications, responsive websites, and e-commerce platforms. I keep track of competitions for the best websites to stay current with trends. I pay attention to details and the so-called user experience (UX). 											

									




								

							

						


						
						
							
								

									Diana Graphic Designer
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												I design the entire visual identity for a company starting from the logo, business card, leaflet, brochure, and poster, to the website's graphic design. I specialize in "User Experience" (UX) and in designing friendly mobile application graphic interfaces.											

										




									


								

								

									
									Amadeusz Social Media
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												A passion for creation and an endless stream of wild ideas have always accompanied me. I build a company's branding strategy and oversee marketing and PR. I am well-versed in the secrets of effective advertising campaigns on Instagram, YouTube, and TikTok.
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										Mobile Apps
									

									
										Software Programs
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										The Polish Army Museum
										Website
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													The Polish Army Museum

													Website

													
														
															Website for the Polish Army Museum, the largest military museum in Poland.
														


													

													
														Check the website
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													The National Museum in Poznan

													Website

													
														
															Website for The National Museum in Poznan.
														


													

													
														Check the website
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										Bystrzyca Travel
										Mobile App
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													Bystrzyca Travel

													Mobile App

													
														
															Bystrzyca Travel is a hypothetical tourist application designed to enhance the experience of visitors in Bystrzyca. Here's a description of what features such an app might offer:
															

															1. Attractions Guide: An extensive list of must-see locations, historical sites, museums, parks, and hidden gems in Bystrzyca. Each attraction would come with a detailed description, photos, and perhaps user reviews.
															

															2. Interactive Maps and Navigation: Users could navigate the city effortlessly with interactive maps that feature GPS functionality to show the user’s location in relation to nearby attractions, restaurants, or accommodations.
															

															3. Local Events Calendar: Information on local events, festivals, and cultural activities happening around the city, which visitors can add to their itinerary.
															

															4. Travel Itineraries: Pre-planned itineraries for different lengths of stay or interests (such as culture, food, nature) that suggest a schedule of attractions to visit.
															

															5. Accommodation and Restaurant Listings: A comprehensive guide to dining and accommodation options, with the ability to filter by various categories such as price range, cuisine type, and user ratings.
															

															6. Ticket Booking and Reservations: The functionality for booking entry tickets for major attractions or making reservations at recommended restaurants.
															

															7. Public Transportation Info: Timetables, routes, and ticket information for the local public transportation system, helping tourists move around the city with ease.
															

															8. Language Support: Multilingual support for international tourists to ensure accessibility and convenience.
															

															9. Local Stories and Blogs: Articles and blog posts about Bystrzyca's history, culture, and local life, offering deeper insights into the destination.
															

															10. Emergency Information: Important information such as locations of hospitals, pharmacies, police stations, and embassies, along with contact numbers in case of emergencies.
															

															11. Offline Access: Many features available without an Internet connection, such as downloaded maps and guides, so tourists can avoid roaming charges.
															

															12. User Account: Personalized user accounts where travelers can save their favorite places, create personal travel guides, and share their experiences.
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													The Office of Competition and Consumer Protection

													Web Portal

													
														
															The Office of Competition and Consumer Protection (UOKiK) portal operates as a central information and service hub for consumers and businesses concerning consumer rights protection and market competition supervision. The functions of such a portal may include:

1. Consumer Rights Information: The portal provides detailed data about consumer rights, such as the right to claim, withdraw from a contract, or warranty entitlements.

2. Public Warnings Registry: A list of dangerous products or warnings against companies whose practices may harm consumers.

3. Reporting Forms: An online capability for reporting unfair market practices, including irregularities in protecting competition and consumers.

4. UOKiK's Decisions Database: An archive of decisions made by the office in cases of consumer rights violations or competition disturbances.

5. Advice and Guidelines: Educational materials and guides that help consumers and businesses better understand regulations and their rights.

6. Contacting the Office: Contact information, enabling quick and easy access to legal assistance or consumer advice.

7. News and Announcements: Up-to-date information on legal changes, educational campaigns, and the actions of the office.

8. Education and Training: Information about available trainings, conferences, and educational materials prepared by UOKiK.
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													Enovelo

													Tourist portal

													
														
															Enovelo travel portal.
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													Orzeł

													Mobile App

													
														
															The "Orzeł" application aims to simplify the process of occupational risk assessment, promote a culture of safety in the workplace, and assist small business owners in ensuring compliance with legal regulations.
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													Silesian Philharmonic

													Web Portal

													
														
															The online portal for the Silesian Philharmonic is a multifunctional platform that offers music lovers and patrons a variety of digital services to enhance their interaction with the institution. It functions as follows:
															


															1. Ticket Purchase: Visitors can browse through the event calendar, select concerts or performances they wish to attend, and purchase tickets directly through the portal. The process is designed to be user-friendly and secure, offering various payment options.
															

															2. Repertoire Check: Users can easily access information about upcoming performances, including dates, times, program details, and artists involved. This feature ensures that visitors are well-informed about the Philharmonic's schedule and can plan their visit accordingly.
															

															3. Virtual Tour: The portal provides a unique virtual walk-through of the Philharonic, allowing users to explore the concert hall, backstage areas, and other spaces within the facility. This immersive experience can entice new visitors or provide a glimpse of the venue's ambiance for those who cannot attend in person.
															

															4. Download of Audio and Video Materials: The portal may offer a multimedia library where visitors can download or stream recordings of past concerts, performances, or exclusive content produced by the Philharmonic. This feature extends the reach of the Philharmonic's performances beyond the physical venue.
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													HR System

													Dedicated software

													
														
															A program that supports the effective management of human resources processes within a company or organization. This program offers a range of functionalities that enable efficient candidate recruitment and management of the entire employee life cycle within the organization. Key features of such a system may include:

															1. Recruitment Module: Allows for the creation and publication of job offers, management of candidate applications, conducting competency tests, and organizing interviews. It serves as the central point for all recruitment activities, facilitating the process of searching for and selecting the best candidates.


															2. Employee Data Management System: A central repository for personal data, contracts, documentation, and employment history of each employee, which allows easy access and updating of information.
															

															3. Employee Evaluation Module: Enables regular assessments of employee performance and progress, goal management, 360-degree feedback, and planning of career paths and professional development.
															

															4. Training Module: Management of the training calendar, access to educational materials, registration of participation, and tracking of employees' progress in development.
															

															5. Leave and Absence Management: Systematizing leave requests, recording absences, and resource planning based on employee availability.
															

															6. Payroll Modules: Automation and management of the wage calculation process, benefits, taxes, and all other contributions and employee entitlements.
															

															7. HR Analysis and Reporting: Advanced analytical tools that enable monitoring of key performance indicators (KPIs), generation of reports on the state of human resources, and other significant aspects of personnel management.
															

															8. Integration with Other Systems: The ability to connect with financial systems, project management, or time and attendance systems, which allows full data integration and automation of HR department work.
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													Silesian App

													Mobile App

													
														
															The Marshal's Office application in Katowice is a digital tool that serves as a comprehensive source of information for residents and visitors of the region. The application likely includes the following features:
															

															1. News Section: Up-to-date news feeds regarding changes in policies, new initiatives, and other important announcements from the Marshal’s Office.
															

															2. Events Calendar: A calendar that lists cultural events, official ceremonies, and public gatherings, providing details about the time, location, and nature of each event.
															

															3. Cultural Venues: Information about cultural places such as theaters, museums, galleries, and concert halls within the jurisdiction of the Marshal's Office. This section might include descriptions, operating hours, and contact details for each venue.
															

															4. Event Notifications: Push notifications alerting users about upcoming events or urgent news, ensuring that they are kept informed of recent and forthcoming activities.
															

															By providing these functionalities, the application helps promote cultural engagement, civic participation, and keeps the public informed about regional developments orchestrated by the Marshal's Office in Katowice.														
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													BIP Gliwice

													Web Portal

													
														
															The online portal for managing the Public Information Bulletin (BIP) of the Gliwice City Office serves as a central hub for publishing and accessing public information, which by law should be made available to citizens by public administration units in Poland. The operation of such a portal is key to ensuring the transparency of the office's activities and enabling residents to access knowledge about local government.
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													Michałowice Park

													Website

													
														
															Website michalowicepark.pl
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													Dzialoszyce City Hall

													 Web Portal

													
														
															The online portal of the Działoszyce City Office is a digital platform designed to serve as a comprehensive resource for residents, providing access to a wide variety of services and information related to the city's administration.
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													The Royal Lazienki Muzeum

													Web portal

													
														
															Online portal of the Royal Łazienki Museum.
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													24hurt

													Online shop

													
														
															Online shop 24hurt.eu
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													PSW Guide

													Mobile App

													
														
															The mobile application for students of the Pope John Paul II State School of Higher Education in Biała Podlaska offers a range of features that streamline the organization of student life and provide easy access to academic information. These include:

															An interactive class schedule, which allows students to track their lectures, labs, and other university commitments;
	A database of lecturers, including their specialties, contact information, and consultation hours;
	A campus navigation feature, which facilitates moving around the university grounds and locating important points such as lecture halls, the library, or administrative offices;
	Push notifications to keep students up-to-date with important announcements and events.
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													TaxWave

													Dedicated software

													
														
															TaxWave is a comprehensive software solution designed for the validation of JPK files (Standard Audit File for Tax purposes) and integration with the national e-invoicing system in Poland. This program facilitates various operations associated with tax reporting and e-invoicing for businesses and tax professionals. Key features of the TaxWave program include:

															- Issuing e-invoices: TaxWave users can create and issue electronic invoices directly into the KSeF system (Krajowy System e-Faktur), which is the national e-invoicing platform in Poland.

															- Retrieving invoices: The software allows for the downloading of invoices from the KSeF system, enabling users to keep track of received and issued invoices.

															- JPK files management: TaxWave supports the creation and editing of JPK files, which are obligatory tax documents in electronic format required by Polish law for tax auditing purposes.

															- VAT status verification: The program offers a functionality to check the VAT registration status of taxpayers, which is crucial for ensuring compliance with VAT regulations.
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													Connect-finance.pl

													Website

													
														
															Website connect-finance.pl
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													Carpathian culture

													Website

													
														
															Website carpathianculture.eu
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													Franciszkanie

													Mobile App

													
														
															The "Franciszkanie" mobile application acts as a multimedia guide to exploring the Franciscan Monastery in Krakow. Here's how it could be structured and what features it might include:
															

															1. Interactive Map: Users can navigate through the monastery using an interactive map that highlights points of interest. This may include chapels, cloisters, gardens, and historical rooms within the monastery.
															

															2. Multimedia Content: At each point of interest, users can access multimedia content such as audio descriptions, videos, or photos that provide historical context, architectural details, and stories associated with the monastery's heritage.
															

															3. Self-Guided Tours: The application may offer thematic self-guided tours that users can follow at their own pace. These could be curated based on user interest, such as art in the monastery, the life of St. Francis of Assisi, or the history of the Franciscan order in Krakow.
															

															4. Augmented Reality (AR) Features: For a more immersive experience, AR features could allow users to visualize historical figures, events, or the original appearance of certain buildings and artifacts within the monastery.
															

															5. Prayer and Liturgy Times: The app could provide information about daily prayer and liturgy schedules, facilitating the participation of visitors who wish to attend religious services.
															

															6. Events and Workshops: Information regarding upcoming events, workshops, or special tours organized by the monastery could be included in the app, giving users the opportunity to plan their visits accordingly.
															

															7. Language Selection: To cater to international visitors, the application could offer multiple language options for the multimedia content and navigation.
															

															8. Information and Services: Practical information such as opening hours, ticket prices, cloakroom services, and visitor guidelines to ensure a pleasant and respectful visit.
															

															9. Feedback and Social Sharing: Users may have the option to leave feedback on their experience or share their visit on social media platforms directly through the application.
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									Address

									
										Szkolna 2, 41-250 Czeladź
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										biuro@pro-multimedia.com.pl
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										+48 600 466 804
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										6252460939
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												Privacy policy

											
										

										
											
												Send a message
												
											
										

									

									
										Twoja wiadomość została wysłana pomyślnie. Skontaktujemy się z Tobą w najbliższym możliwym terminie.

									

								


							

						

					


				


			

		


		
		
			
				

				
					
						

						

					

				

				
					
						

					

				

				
					
						

						

					

				

			

		


	





















